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We first prove a criterion for the conjugacy separability of generalized free
products of two conjugacy separable groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup.
Applying this result, we show that tree products of a finite number of conjugacy
separable, residually finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups amalgamating
cyclic subgroups are conjugacy separable. From this we derive that tree products of
finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups, free groups, or surface groups
amalgamating cyclic subgroups are conjugacy separable. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let S be a subset of a group G. Then G is said to be S-separable if for
each g f S there exists a finite index normal subgroup N of G with
g f NS. This is equivalent to S being a closed subset in the profinite
topology on G. If G is S-separable for every finitely generated subgroup S
 .of G, then G is said to be subgroup separable or LERF . In the special
 4case of S s 1 , G is S-separable means G is residually finite. If G is
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S-separable for every conjugacy class S of G, then G is called conjugacy
separable. Separability properties of groups are of great interest to both
group theorists and three-manifold topologists. In particular, Mostowski
w x  .16 showed that: 1 finitely presented residually finite groups have solv-
 .able word problem, 2 finitely presented conjugacy separable groups have
 .solvable conjugacy problem, and 3 finitely presented subgroup separable
groups have solvable generalized word problem.
It is well known that free groups and surface groups are both subgroup
 w x w x w x.separable and conjugacy separable Hall 10 , Scott 19 , Stebe 21 .
w xThurston 24 showed that the fundamental groups of Haken manifolds are
residually finite. Scott asked whether these groups are subgroup separable.
w xBurns, Karrass and Solitar 5 showed that these groups needs not be
subgroup separable. The question of whether these groups are always
conjugacy separable is still unknown. In particular, whether knot groups
are subgroup separable or conjugacy separable is still unknown. Blackburn
w x4 showed that finitely generated nilpotent groups are conjugacy separa-
w x  w x.ble. Subsequently, Formanek 8 also Remeslennikov 18 showed that
w xpolycyclic-by-finite groups are conjugacy separable. Stebe 21, 22 first
considered the conjugacy separability of generalized free products of free
groups and that of Fuchsian groups. The former was completed by Dyer
w x6 , who showed that generalized free products of two free groups or
finitely generated nilpotent groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup are
conjugacy separable. The latter was completed by Fine and Rosenberger
w x w x w x7 using some results of Stebe 22 and Allenby and Tang 3 . This
naturally leads us to ask whether generalized free products of finitely
generated Fuchsian groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup are conjugacy
separable. These groups are proved to be conjugacy separable by Kim and
w xTang 13 . In the same paper we asked whether generalized free products
of polycyclic groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup are conjugacy separa-
ble. L. Ribes recently informed us that together with D. Segal and P. A.
Zalesskii, they have proved the conjugacy separability of these groups.
Thus it is natural to ask whether tree products of conjugacy separable
groups amalgamating cyclic subgroups are conjugacy separable. In this
paper we show that tree products of a finite number of conjugacy separa-
ble residually nilpotent groups are conjugacy separable. The main diffi-
culty in the proof lies in proving the double coset separability of these
groups. Other results on conjugacy separability and double coset separabil-
w x w x w xity can be found in Allenby 1 , Shirvani 20 , Niblo 17 , and Gitik and Rips
w x9 .
In Section 2 we prove one of our main results, a criterion for the
generalized free products of two conjugacy separable groups amalgamating
a cyclic subgroup to be conjugacy separable; this is Theorem 2.3. The main
body of our proof is in Section 3, where we prove that tree products of
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residually nilpotent groups amalgamating cyclic subgroups are double
 :  :coset separable with respect to the subgroups h and k , where h and k
are elements of some vertex groups. This involves a detailed analysis of the
various cases. Finally, in Section 4 we prove our main result, Theorem 4.3,
that tree products of a finite number of conjugacy separable residually
nilpotent groups, amalgamating cyclic subgroups, are conjugacy separable.
From this it follows that tree products of a finite number of free groups,
finitely generated nilpotent groups, and surface groups, amalgamating
cyclic subgroups, are conjugacy separable. At this point it is natural to ask
whether tree products of Fuchsian groups amalgamating cyclic subgroups
are conjugacy separable. In view of Ribes, Segal, and Zalesskii's result we
also ask whether tree products of polycyclic groups amalgamating cyclic
subgroups are conjugacy separable.
Throughout this paper we use standard notations and terminology. For
convenience we list the following:
The letter G always denotes a group.
 4Gx denotes the set of all conjugates of x in G.
x ; y means x, y are conjugate in G.G
5 5If x g G s A) B, then x denotes the free product length of x in G.H
N 1 G means N is a normal subgroup of finite index in G.f
A group G is p if, for every cyclic subgroup H of G and everyc
x g G _ H, there exists N 1 G such that in G s GrN, x f H.f
A group G is conjugacy separable if, for each pair of nonconjugate
elements x, y g G, there exists N 1 G such that in G s GrN, x ¤ y.f G
 .C x is the centralizer of x g G in the subgroup H of G.H
 :Let H s h be a infinite cyclic subgroup of G. If, for every positive
 n:integer n, there exists N 1 G such that N l H s h , then G is saidn f n
to be H-potent. A torsion-free group G is said to be potent if it is
 :h -potent for all 1 / h g G.
Let P be a tree. Assign a group G to each vertex ¨ and a group G to¨ e
each edge e of P. Let a and b be monomorphisms which embed G ase e e
a subgroup of the two vertex groups at the ends of the edge e. The tree
product of P is defined to be the group generated by the generators and
relations of the vertex groups together with the extra relations obtained by
identifying g a and g b for each g g G .e e e e e e
We use N to denote the class of finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent
groups and RN to denote the class of residually N-groups.
We shall make extensive use of the following results.
w xTHEOREM 1.1 15, Theorem 4.6 . Let G s A) B and let x g G be ofH
minimal length in its conjugacy class. Suppose that y g G is cyclically reduced
and that x ; y.G
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 . 5 5 5 51 If x s 0, then y F 1 and, if y g A, then there is a sequence
h , h , . . . , h of elements in H such that y ; h ; h ; ??? ; h s x.1 2 r A 1 B 2 A r
 . 5 5 5 52 If x s 1, then y s 1 and either x, y g A and x ; y or x, y g BA
and x ; y.B
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 U U3 If x G 2, then x s y and y ; x , where x is a cyclicH
permutation of x.
w xTHEOREM 1.2 6, Theorem 4 . If A and B are conjugacy separable and H
is finite, then A) B is conjugacy separable.H
2. A CRITERION
In this section we prove a criterion for the conjugacy separability of
generalized free products of conjugacy separable groups amalgamating a
cyclic subgroup.
 e:  e:LEMMA 2.1. Let G be h x k -separable, where h, k g G are of
 y1 :  :infinite order. If x hx l k s 1, then there exists N 1 G such thatf
y1 i j <x h x s k only if e i, j, where G s GrN.
yi 1 yj1  e:  e:Proof. Note h xk f h x k for 0 F i , j - e except i s j s1 1 1 1
yi 1 yj1  e:  e:0. Hence there exists N 1 G such that h xk f N h x k forf
y1 i j <0 F i , j - e except i s j s 0. Therefore, if x h x s k , then e i, j,1 1 1 1
where G s GrN.
y1 i j < < < < < <Note that the condition x h x s k only if e i, j always implies e h , k .
 :DEFINITION 2.2. A group G is cyclic conjugacy separable for h if, for
 4G  :each x g G such that x l h s B, there exists N 1 G such thatf
G 4  :x l h s B, where G s GrN. If G is cyclic conjugacy separable for
 :every cyclic subgroup h of G, then G is called cyclic conjugacy separable.
THEOREM 2.3. Let G s G ) G . Suppose that G , G are conjugacy1 h: 2 1 2
 :  :separable, cyclic conjugacy separable for h and h -potent. If each Gk
 .k s 1, 2 satisfies:
C1. if hi ; h j, then i s j;Gk
 e:  e:C2. for e¨ery e ) 0, G is h x h -separable for x g G ;k k
i j< <C3. for e¨ery n ) 0, there exists M 1 G such that h s n and h ¤ hf k Gki jfor h / h , where G s G rM,k k
then G is conjugacy separable.
Proof. Let x, y g G such that x ¤ y. Without loss of generality weG
can assume that x and y are of minimal lengths in their conjugacy classes
 :  :in G. Since G , G are h -potent and h -separable by C2, G is residu-1 2
w xally finite by 2 . Hence, we may assume x / 1 / y. To prove our result, we
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 :  :shall find M 1 G and L 1 G such that M l h s L l h andf 1 f 2
x ¤ y, where G s G rM) G rL. Then, by Theorem 1.2, G is conju-G 1 h: 2
gacy separable, whence there exists K 1 G such that Kx ¤ Ky. Let Kf G r K
be the preimage of K in G. Then we have K 1 G and Kx ¤ Ky, asf G r K
required.
5 5 5 5 t sCase 1. x s 0 s y , say, x s h and y s h . Clearly s / t.
 . < < < <i t / s . Since G , G are potent, there exist M 1 G and L 1 G1 2 f 1 f 2
st :  :  :such that M l h s h s L l h . Then, in G s G rM) G rL,1 h: 2
< < < < < < < <we have x s s / t s y , hence x ¤ y.G
 . < <ii t s ys, where t ) 0. By C3, there exists M 1 G such that h s 3tf 1
i j i jand h ¤ h for h / h , where G s G rM. Similarly, there existsG 1 11 i j i j< <L 1 G such that h s 3t and h ¤ h for h / h , where G s G rL.f 2 G 2 22t yt tThen, in G s G rM) G rL, if h ; h then, by Theorem 1.1, h s1 h: 2 G
yt < <h . Since h s 3t, it follows that x ¤ y.G
5 5 5 5  5 5 5 5 .Case 2. x s 0 and y s 1 or y s 0 and x s 1 , say, y g G _1
 :  :h and x g h . Since y is of minimal length 1 in its conjugacy class, we
 4G1  :have y l h s B. Moreover, since G is cyclic conjugacy separable1
G1 :  4  :for h , there exists M 1 G such that y l h s B, where G sf 1 1
G rM. Now, by the potency of G , there exists L 1 G such that1 2 f 2
 :  :M l h s L l h . Let G s G rM) G rL. Then, by Theorem 1.1, y1 h: 2
is of minimal length 1 in its conjugacy class in G. Hence x ¤ y, asG
required.
5 5 5 5 5 5  5 5 .Case 3. x / y and x G 2 or y G 2 . Since x is of minimal
length in its conjugacy class, it is cyclically reduced. Let x s a b ??? a b1 1 n n
 .  :  :say, other cases being similar , where a g G _ h and b g G _ h .i 1 i 2
 :  .  :Since G , G are h -separable by C2 and h -potent, we can find1 2
 :  : 5 5 5 5M 1 G and L 1 G such that M l h s L l h and x s x ,f 1 f 2
5 5 5 5y s y , where G s G rM) G rL. Thus x is cyclically reduced and1 h: 2
5 5 5 5is of minimal length 2n in its conjugacy class. Therefore x / y . Hence,
by Theorem 1.1, x ¤ y, as required.G
5 5 5 5Case 4. x s 1 s y .
 .  :   :.i x, y g G _ h or x, y g G _ h . Since x, y are of minimal1 2
 4G  :  4G  :length 1 in their conjugacy classes, x l h s B and y l h s B.
 :Now G is conjugacy separable and cyclic conjugacy separable for h .1
G1 4  :Therefore, there exists M 1 G such that x ¤ y, x l h s B, andf 1 G1G1 4  :y l h s B, where G s G rM. Since G is potent, we can choose1 1 2
 :  :L 1 G such that M l h s L l h . Thus, in G s G rM) G rL,f 2 1 h: 2
x, y are of minimal length 1 in their conjugacy classes, and x ¤ y.G1
Hence, by Theorem 1.1, x ¤ y, as required.G
 .  :  :   :ii Suppose x g G _ h and y g G _ h or x g G _ h and1 2 2
 :.  .y g G _ h . As in i above, there exist M 1 G and L 1 G such1 f 1 f 2
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G G1 2 :  :  4  :  4  :that M l h s L l h , x l h s B, and y l h s B, where
G s G rM and G s G rL. Let G s G rM) G rL. Then x, y are of1 1 2 2 1 h: 2
minimal length 1 in their conjugacy classes with x g G and y g G .1 2
Hence, by Theorem 1.1, x ¤ y, as required.G
5 5 5 5Case 5. x s y s r G 2. Let x s u u ??? u and y s ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ be1 2 r 1 2 r
cyclically reduced. Since x ¤ y, by Theorem 1.1, x ¤ yU for any cyclicG h:
permutation yU of y. Thus, for each i, the equation
I i : u u ??? u s hya i ¨ ??? ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ ha i 1 .  .1 2 r i r 1 iy1
has no integer solution a . Hence, for each i, we shall find M X 1 G andi i f 1
X X X :  :L 1 G such that M l h s L l h . Moreover, in G si f 2 i i
X X 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G rM ) G rL , x s x , y s y , and the equation1 i h: 2 i
ya ai iI i : u u ??? u s h ¨ ??? ¨ ¨ ??? ¨ h 2 .  .1 2 r i r 1 iy1
X Xr rhas no integer solution a . Let M s F M , L s F L , and G si is1 i is1 i
UG rM) G rL. Then x and y are cyclically reduced and x ¤ y for1 h: 2 h:
Uall cyclic permutation y of y. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, we have
x ¤ y, as required. Since all the cases are similar, we shall only considerG
the case i s 1.
 .Since equation I 1 has no solution a , we have x s u u ??? u ¤1 1 2 r h:
¨ ¨ ??? ¨ s y. If u and ¨ are not in the same factor of G, then we can1 2 r i i
X X 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5easily find G s G rM ) G rL such that x s x and y s y .1 1 h: 2 1
Clearly equation I 1 has no solution, since u and ¨ are not in the same . i i
factor of G. Thus we need only consider the case x s c d ??? c d and1 1 n n
 :  :y s a b ??? a b , where a , c g G _ h and b , d g G _ h . We pro-1 1 n n i i 1 i i 2
 :  :ceed by finding M 1 G and L 1 G such that M l h s L l h sof 1 f 2
5 5 5 5that, in G s G rM) G rL, x s 2n s y . Moreover, equation I 1 .1 h: 2
has no integer solution a in G, whence x ¤ y. Since G , G are1 h: 1 2
 :  :h -separable and h -potent, there exist M 1 G and L 1 G such1 f 1 1 f 2
 :  :  :  :that M l h s L l h , a , c f M h , and b , d f L h for all i.1 1 i i 1 i i 1
 .  :  :   :  :.1 There exists i such that c f h a h or d f h b h . By C2,i i i i
 :  :there exists M 1 G such that c f M h a h . Now, by the potency of2 f 1 i 2 i
 :  :G , we can choose L 1 G such that M l h s L l h . Let M s2 2 f 2 2 2
M l M and L s L l L . Then, in G s G rM) G rL, x and y are1 2 1 2 1 h: 2
 :  :cyclically reduced and c d ??? c d f h a b ??? a b h . Hence x ¤1 1 n n 1 1 n n h:
y, as required.
 . ya b l d2 There exists i such that c d ??? c s h a b ??? a h , d s h b h ,1 1 i 1 1 i i i
 :  :and that c d ??? c d f h a b ??? a b h . This implies a b ???1 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 1
bql  :  :a h b f h a b ??? a b h . For convenience, we write w s a b ???i i 1 1 i i 1 1
 .  t:  .  s:a . Suppose C w s h and C b s h , where s, t G 0.i h: h: i
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 . bql  t: s:  d:a t / 0 / s. Then clearly h f h h s h , where d s
 . y1 j  : y1 j  :gcd t, s . Now w h w f h for 1 F j - t and b h b f h for 1 F ji i
 :  :  :- s by C1. Since G , G are h -separable and h -potent, G is h -sep-1 2
w x y1 j  :arable 2 . Thus there exists N 1 G such that w h w f N h for allf
y1 j  :1 F j - t and b h b f N h for all 1 F j - s. Since G , G are potent,i i 1 2
 :  d:there exist M 1 G and L 1 G such that M l h s h s L l2 f 1 2 f 2 2 2
 : bql  d: bql  d:h . Moreover h f h implies h f M h . Let M s M l M2 1 2
l N and L s L l L l N. Then, in G s G rM) G rL, x and y are1 2 1 h: 2
bql  :  :cyclically reduced and a b ??? a h b f h a b ??? a b h . For, if not,1 1 i i 1 1 i i
bql ym m ym l bql0 i 0 1wh b s h wb h for some m , m . Then w s h wh and h bi i 0 i i
yl m m l1 i 0 1<s h b h for some l . By the choice of N, t m , whence h s h gi 1 0
t bql t s d : <  : :  :h , and s b q l q l . Hence h g h h s h , contradicting1
bql  :  :the choice of M . This shows that a b ??? a h b f h a b ??? a b h .2 1 1 i i 1 1 i i
 :  :Thus c d ??? c d f h a b ??? a b h . Hence x ¤ y, as required.1 1 i i 1 1 i i h:
 . bql  t:  .b t / 0 and s s 0. Then clearly h f h . As in a , there
y1 j  :exists N 1 G such that w h w f N h for 1 F j - t and there existsf
bql  t:  .M 1 G such that h f M h . Because of C1, C b s 1 implies2 f 1 2 h: i
 y1 :  :b hb l h s 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, for e s t, there exists M 1i i 3 f
j y1 k <G such that if M h s M b h b , then e s t k, j. As before, we can find1 3 3 i i
 :  :M 1 G and L 1 G such that M l h s L l h , M ; M l M lf 1 f 2 1 2
M l N, and L ; L l N. Then, in G s G rM) G rL, x and y are3 1 1 h: 2
bql  :  :cyclically reduced, and a b ??? a h b f h a b ??? a b h . For, if not,1 1 i i 1 1 i i
bql ym m ym l0 i 0 1wh b s h wb h for some m , m . This implies w s h wh andi i 0 i
bql yl m1 i <h b s h b h for some l . By the choice of N, we have t m ,i i 1 0
m l t bql t0 1  : <  :whence h s h g h , and e s t b q l q l . Hence h g h ,1
bqlcontradicting the choice of M . This shows that a b ??? a h b f2 1 1 i i
 :  :  :  :h a b ??? a b h . Therefore, c d ??? c d f h a b ??? a b h . Hence1 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 1 i i
x ¤ y, as required.h:
 . bql  s:  .c t s 0 and s / 0. Then clearly h f h . Since C w s 1,h:
 .  :  y1 :there exists a or b with k F i such that h l a ha s 1 by C1.k k k k
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, there exists M 1 G such that if M hr s2 f 1 2
y1 j <  s:M a h a , then e s s r, j. Since G is h -separable, we can find2 k k 1
bql  s:M 1 G such that h f M h . Also we can find N 1 G such3 f 1 3 f
y1 j  :that b h b f N h for 1 F j - s. Let M 1 G and L 1 G suchi i f 1 f 2
 :  :that M l h s L l h , M ; M l M l M l N, and L ; L l N.1 2 3 1
Then, in G s G rM) G rL, x and y are cyclically reduced1 h: 2
bql bql :  :and a b ??? a h b f h a b ??? a b h . For, if a b ??? a h b s1 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 1 i i
m m m l0 i 0 1h a b ??? a b h for some m , m , then a s h a h , b s1 1 i i 0 i 1 1 1
yl m ym l ym l bql1 1 ky1 k iy1 ih b h , . . . , a s h a h , . . . , a s h a h , and h b s1 k k i i i
yl mi i <h b h for some l , m . Thus, by the choice of M , e s s m , l .i j j 2 ky1 k
5 < < < <Since e h , e l . Now, by the choice of N, s b q l q l . Hence e s s b qi i
bql s bql :l, thus h g h , a contradiction. This shows that a b ??? a h b f1 1 i i
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 :  :  :  :h a b ??? a b h . Therefore, c d ??? c d f h a b ??? a b h . Hence1 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 1 i i
x ¤ y, as required.h:
 .  :  y1 :d s s 0 and t s 0. Then clearly we have h l b hb s 1.i i
 .  .Moreover, since C w s 1, there exists a or b with k F i such thath: k k
 :  y1 : < <h l a ha s 1. By Lemma 2.1, for e s 2 b q l , there exist M 1k k 2 f
i y1 j <G and L 1 G such that if M h s M a h a , then e i, j, and that if1 2 f 2 2 2 k k
j y1 k <L h s L b h b , then e j, k. As before, we can find M 1 G such2 2 i i 3 f 1
bql  2 bql.:that h f M h . Again, as before, we can find M 1 G and3 f 1
 :  :L 1 G such that M l h s L l h , M ; M l M l M , and L ;f 2 1 2 3
L l L . Thus, in G s G rM) G rL, x and y are cyclically reduced,1 2 1 h: 2
bql bql :  :and a b ??? a h b f h a b ??? a b h . For, if a b ??? a h b s1 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 1 i i
m m m l0 i 0 1h a b ??? a b h for some m , m , then a s h a h , b s1 1 i i 0 i 1 1 1
yl m ym l ym l bql1 1 ky1 k iy1 ih b h , . . . , a s h a h , . . . , a s h a h , and h b s1 k k i i i
yl mi i <h b h for some l , m . Then, by the choice of M , e m , l . Sincei j j 2 ky1 k
5 < < < <e h , e l . Again, by the choice of L , e b q l q l . Hence e b q l.i 2 i
bql 2 bql. :This means h g h , a contradiction. This shows that
bql  :  :a b ??? a h b f h a b ??? a b h . Therefore, c d ??? c d f1 1 i i 1 1 i i 1 1 i i
 :  :h a b ??? a b h . Hence x ¤ y, as required.1 1 i i h:
 . a b aqb3 c d ??? c d s h a b ??? a b h and h / 1. Choose M 1 G1 1 n n 1 1 n n 2 f 1
aqb  :  s:  :  :such that h f M . Let M l h s h s L l h and M l h2 1 1 2
 t:  :s h . By C3, there exist M 1 G and L 1 G such that M l h3 f 1 3 f 2 3
 st:  : i j i j is h s L l h and M h ¤ M h for M h / M h and L h3 3 G r M 3 3 3 31 3
¤ L h j for L hi / L h j. Let M s M l M l M , L s L l L ,G r L 3 3 3 1 2 3 1 32 3
and G s G rM) G rL. Then x and y are cyclically reduced and1 h: 2
a b yl lx ¤ y. For, if x ; y, then x s h yh s h yh for some l. Thish: h:
a y l l y l m1 1 1im plies that h a s h a h , b s h b h , . . . , a s1 1 1 1 k
ym l ym l b yl lky 1 k ny1 n nh a h , . . . , a s h a h , and b h s h b h for some l , m .j jk n n n n
aql l l m m1 1 1 ky1Thus, by the choice of M , L , we have h s h , h s h , . . . , h3 3
l m l l lyb aql lybk ny1 n ns h , . . . , h s h , and h s h . This means h s h , whence
aqbh s 1, contradicting the choice of M . Hence x ¤ y, as required.2 h:
This completes our proof that there exist M X 1 G and LX 1 G such1 f 1 1 f 2
X XÄthat equation I 1 has no solution in G s G rM ) G rL . Similarly, . Ä1 1 h: 2 1
X Xfor each i, we can find M 1 G and L 1 G such that equation I i .i f 1 i f 2
X X r XÃhas no solution in G s G rM ) G rL . Let M s F M and L s1 i h: 2 i is1 i
XrF L . Then M 1 G , L 1 G , and, in G s G rM) G rL, I i .is1 i f 1 f 2 1 h: 2
U Uhas no solution for each i. Hence x ¤ y for any cyclic permutation yh:
of y. Thus it follows from Theorem 1.1 that x ¤ y, as required.G
It is easy to see that RN-groups are potent and they satisfy C1, C2, and
 w x. w x w xC3 see Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 and 23, Corollary 2.2 . Since, by 6 and 23 ,
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free groups, finitely generated nilpotent groups and surface groups are
cyclic conjugacy separable, we have:
w x  .COROLLARY 2.4 6, 23 . Let G i s 1, 2 be a finitely generated torsion-i
free nilpotent or free or surface group. Then G s G ) G is conjugacy1 c: 2
separable.
A generalized free product of two free groups amalgamating an infinite
cyclic subgroup is called a cyclically pinched one-relator group. Hence
Corollary 2.4 implies in particular that cyclically pinched one-relator
groups are conjugacy separable.
w xIt was also known by 12 that generalized free products of two free or
surface groups, amalgamating a maximal cyclic subgroup, satisfy C1 and
C2 in Theorem 2.3. Thus, by Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 3.1, we have:
w x  :COROLLARY 2.5 12 . Let A be free or surface groups and let u andi
 :¨ be maximal cyclic subgroups of A , A and A , A , respecti¨ ely, such1 2 3 4
 :  :  :that A l A s u and A l A s ¨ . If A l A s c , then1 2 3 4 2 3
A ) A ) A ) A and A ) A ) A are conjugacy separable.1 u: 2 c: 3 ¨: 4 1 u: 2 c: 3
3. DOUBLE COSET SEPARABILITY OF CERTAIN
TREE PRODUCTS
Let G be a tree product of a finite number of RN-groups, amalgamat-
ing cyclic subgroups. Suppose G has r vertices. Then, either G is a
RN-group when G has one vertex or G s A) B, where B is a vertexc:
group, A is a subtree product of r y 1 vertices, and c is in a vertex of A.
In the latter case, if h is in a vertex of G, then either h is in a vertex of A
or h g B. Throughout this section, we shall use the above description for
 :  :G and show that G is h x k -separable for x g G, where h, k are in the
vertices of G.
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of RN-groups
amalgamating cyclic subgroups. If h is in a ¨ertex group of G, then G is
 :h -potent.
Proof. Clearly a RN-group is potent. Let G s A) B as describedc:
 :above. By induction, we can assume that A is u -potent for any u in a
 : w xvertex of A. Then A, B are c -potent. Hence, by Lemma 3.2 in 2 , G is
 :h -potent for any h in a vertex of G.
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of RN-groups
amalgamating cyclic subgroups. Let h be in a ¨ertex group of G. If hi ; h j,G
then i s j.
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Proof. Clearly a RN-group has the property. Hence we let G s A) Bc:
as above and, by induction, we suppose that A has the property that
ui ; u j only if i s j for u in a vertex of A. Let h be in a vertex of G andA
hi ; h j.G
 i4G  : i jSuppose h g A. If h l c s B, then, by Theorem 1.1, h ; h .A
Thus, by induction, i s j. Hence we assume hi ; cn for some n. Then, byG
Theorem 1.1, hi ; ce1 ; ce2 ; ??? ; ce r s cn for some e . This im-A B A k
plies e s e s ??? e s n, since c is in B and is in a vertex of A. Thus1 2 r
hi ; cn. Similarly h j ; cn, since h j ; hi ; cn. It follows that hi ;A A G A A
h j. Since h is in a vertex of A, by induction i s j.
The case of h g B is similar.
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of RN-groups
amalgamating cyclic subgroups. Then G is p .c
w xProof. A RN-group is p by 13, Lemma 2.6 . So let G s A) B asc c:
 :above. By induction, we assume that A is p . Since A, B are c -potent, Gc
w xis p by Corollary 2.2 in 11 .c
 : :LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a RN-group. Let h, k g G. Then G is h k -
separable.
 : :Proof. Let g f h k , where g, h, k g G.
 :  :  n: n mCase 1. h l k s h / 1, where h s k and n ) 0. Then
yi yj  n: m:  n: < <h gk f h k s h for all 0 F i - n and 0 F j - m . Since G is
yi yj  n:p by Lemma 3.3, there exists N 1 G such that h gk f N h for allc f
< <  : :0 F i - n and 0 F j - m . Then clearly g f N h k .
 :  :Case 2. h l k s 1. First, we shall find N 1 G such that h, k f N1 1
 :  :and N h l N k s N with GrN g N. Since G is RN , there exists1 1 1 1
 :  :M 1 G such that h, k f M and GrM g N. If M h l M k s M ,1 1 1 1 1 1
then let N s M . Otherwise, let M hs s M k t, where hskyt / 1. There-1 1 1 1
fore, there exists M 1 G such that hskyt f M and GrM g N. Let2 2 2
N s M l M . Since GrN can be imbedded in a direct product GrM =1 1 2 1 1
 :  :GrM g N , GrN g N. We note that N h l N k s N . For, if2 1 1 1 1
N hn s N k m, then N hn s s N k m s. This implies M k nt s M hn s s1 1 1 1 1 1
m s < < n sM k . Since GrM g N and M k s `, nt s ms. This means N h s1 1 1 1
N k m s s N k nt. Now GrN g N has the unique root property. Therefore1 1 1
s t  :N h s N k , contradicting the choice of M . Hence h, k f N and N h1 1 2 1 1
 :l N k s N .1 1
 : :Since GrN g N , GrN is N h N k -separable. Therefore, if N g1 1 1 1 1
 : :  : :f N h N k , then we can find N 1 G such that g f N h k . So we1 1 f
s t  :  :can assume N g s N h N k for some s, t. Since N h l N k s N ,1 1 1 1 1 1
N g s N hsN k t is unique. Now choose N 1 G such that gy1 hsk t f N1 1 1 2 2
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and GrN g N. Let M s N l N . Then, as before, GrM g N. More-2 1 2
 : :over Mg f Mh Mk . Then we can find N 1 G such that g ff
 : :N h k .
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of RN-groups
 : :amalgamating cyclic subgroups. Then G is u ¨ -separable for u, ¨ in
¨ertices of G.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, the result holds for tree products with one
vertex. Hence we assume that G s A) B, where c is in a vertex of thec:
subtree product A and B is a RN-group. By induction, we can assume
 : :  : :that A is h k -separable for h, k in vertices of A. Let g f u ¨ ,
where g g G and u, ¨ are elements of vertices of G. We shall find
 :  :  : :M 1 A and L 1 B such that M l c s L l c and g f u ¨ ,f f
< : : <where G s ArM) BrL. Since G is residually finite and u ¨ - `,c:
 : :G is u ¨ -separable. Therefore, there exists N 1 G such that g ff
 : :  : :N u ¨ . Let N be the preimage of N. Then N 1 G and g f N u ¨ .f
 .Case 1. u, ¨ g A or u, ¨ g B
 .1 g g A. By the induction hypothesis, there exists M 1 A such thatf
 : :g f u ¨ , where A s ArM. Since B is potent, there exists L 1 Bf
 :  :  : :such that M l c s L l c . Then, in G s ArM) BrL, g f u ¨ .c:
 .  :2 g f A. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.1, A, B are p and c -potent.c
 :  :Therefore, there exist M 1 A and L 1 B such that M l c s L l cf f
5 5 5 5  : :and g s g , where G s ArM) BrL. Clearly g f u ¨ .c:
 .  :  :  s:Case 2. u g A and ¨ g B or u g B and ¨ g A . If u l c s c
  :  : . s t i  t: :/ 1 similarly, if ¨ l c / 1 , say, c s u , then u g f u ¨ s
 s: : < < sc ¨ for 0 F i - t . Since c , ¨ g B, by Case 1, there exists N 1 Gf
i  s: :  t: : < <such that u g f N c ¨ s N u ¨ for 0 F i - t . It follows that
 : :  :  :  :  :g f N u ¨ . So we assume that u l c s 1 s ¨ l c .
 .  : a  : :  :  :  :  :1 g g c . Let g s c f u ¨ . Since u l c s 1 s ¨ l c ,
i  : 2 a : i  2 a : : < <c f u c and c f c ¨ for all 1 F i - 2 a . By induction, A is
 : 2 a :  2 a : :u c -separable. Also, by Lemma 3.4, B is c ¨ -separable.
a  2 a :Therefore, there exist M 1 A and L 1 B such that c f M c ,f f
i  : 2 a : i  2 a : : < <c f M u c , and c f L c ¨ for all 1 F i - 2 a . Since A, B are
 :  :  :c -potent, we can also assume M l c s L l c . Then, in G s
a a i j i d1 : :ArM) BrL, g s c f u ¨ . For, if c s u ¨ , then u s c andc:
j d a2 <¨ s c . Thus, from the choice of M, L, 2a d , d . This implies c s1 2
d d 2 a1 2  :c c g c , contradicting the choice of M. Hence, in G s
a  : :ArM) BrL, g s c f u ¨ .c:
 .  :   :.  : :2 g g A _ c or g g B _ c . If g f u c , then, by induction,
 : :  :there exists M 1 A such that g f M u c . Since B is c -potent, theref
 :  :  : :exists L 1 B such that L l c s M l c . Then g f u ¨ in G sf
i a a  : :  .ArM) BrL. If g s u c , then we have c f u ¨ . Thus, as in 1 ,c:
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a  : :there exist M 1 A and L 1 B such that c f u ¨ in G sf f
 : :ArM) BrL. Hence g f u ¨ .c:
 .  :  :  : : 3 g s ab, where a g A _ c and b g B _ c . If a f u c or,
 : :.similarly, b f c ¨ , then there exists M 1 A and L 1 B with M lf f
 :  :  : :  :c s L l c such that a f u c and b g B _ c in G s
i a b j : :ArM) BrL. Then g f u ¨ . So assume a s u c and b s c ¨ .c:
 : : aqb  : :  .Since g s ab f u ¨ , c f u ¨ . As in 1 , there exist M 1 Af
aqb  : :and L 1 B such that c f u ¨ in G s ArM) BrL. Hencef c:
 : :g f u ¨ .
 . 5 5  :  :4 g s ba or g G 3, where b g B _ c and a g A _ c . As in Case
5 5 5 51, we can find M 1 A and L 1 B such that g s g , where G sf f
 : :ArM) BrL. Then g f u ¨ .c:
 .Recall that a tree product of r vertices of RN-groups r ) 1 , amalga-
mating cyclic subgroups, can be written as G s A) B, where A is ac:
subtree product of r y 1 vertices, B is a RN-group, and c is in a vertex of
 :  :A. For the rest of this section, we shall show that G is h x k -separable
for x g G and h, k in some vertices of G. Applying induction, we can
 :  :assume that A is u a ¨ -separable for a g A whenever u, ¨ are in some
vertices of A.
LEMMA 3.6. Let G, A, B, c be as abo¨e and h, k be in the ¨ertices of G.
 :  :We can find M 1 A and L 1 B with M l c s L l c such that, inf f
G s ArM) BrL,c:
 . a  :  :  :  :1 if xc f h x k , where x, h g A, k g B, and k l c s 1, then
a  :  :xc f h x k ;
 . a  :  :  :  :2 if xc f h x k , where x, h g B, k g A, and k l c s 1, then
a  :  :xc f h x k .
 .Proof. 1
Case 1. There exists a minimal integer m ) 0 such that xy1 hm x s c s,
m s a  s: :that is, h x s xc . Clearly c f c k . By Lemma 3.5, we can find
a s :  :  : :G s ArM) BrL with M l c s L l c such that c f c k ,c:
y1 i a i j j d :x h xf c for all 0 - i - m. If xc s h xk for some i, j, then k s c
y1 i ayd ayd<for some d . Thus x h x s c . This implies m i. It follows that c g
s a s a :  : :  :  :c , thus c g c k , a contradiction. Therefore, xc f h x k .
 y1 :  :  :  : aCase 2. x hx l c s 1. Since a / 0 and k l c s 1, c f
 2 a : :  e:  e:c k . By induction, A is h x c -separable. Therefore, by Lem-
y1 i i1 2mas 2.1 and 3.5, we can find G s ArM) BrL such that x h xs cc:
a 2 a a i j<  : :only if e s 2a i , i and c f c k . If xc s h xk for some i, j, then1 2
j d y1 i ayd <k s c for some d . Thus x h x s c . This implies e i, a y d , whence
ayd 2 a a 2 a :  : :c g c . This means c g c k , a contradiction. Therefore,
a  :  :xc f h x k .
 .  .2 is similar to 1 .
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LEMMA 3.7. Let G, A, B, c be as in Lemma 3.6 and let h, k be in the
 :  :¨ertices of G. Then G is h x k -separable for x g A j B.
Proof. We only consider x g A, the case x g B being similar. Let
 :  :g g G and g f h x k , where h, k are in the vertices of G. We shall
 :  :find G s ArM) BrL such that g f h x k , where M 1 A, L 1 B,c: f f
 :  : < < < <and M l c s L l c . Then, since G is residually finite and h , k - `,
Ä Ä Ä :  :we can easily find N 1 G such that g f h x k , where G s GrN.Ä Äf
Case 1. h, k g A. If g g A then, by induction, there exists M 1 Af
 :  :  :such that g f h x k in A s ArM. Since B is c -potent, there exists
 :  :L 1 B such that M l c s L l c . Then, in G s ArM) BrL, wef c:
 :  :  : 5 5have g f h x k . If g g B _ c or g G 2, then we can find G s
5 5 5 5  :  :ArM) BrL such that g s g . Therefore g f h x k .c:
 :  :Case 2. h g A and k g B or h g B and k g A. Since g f h x k is
y1  : y1 :equivalent to g f k x h , it suffices to consider h g A and k g B.
 :  :  t: t s yi  :  t:If k l c s k / 1, where k s c , then gk f h x k s
s :  :h x c for 0 F i - t. Thus, by Case 1, we can find G such that
yi s :  :  :  :gk f h x c for 0 F i - t. This implies g f h x k . Therefore we
 :  :may assume k l c s 1.
 .  :  :a g g A. If g f h x c , then, by Case 1, we can find G such that
i a :  :  :  :g f h x c . Since k g B, this implies g f h x k . So let g s h xc
a  :  :for some i, a . Then xc f h x k . By Lemma 3.6, we can find G such
a  :  :  :  :that xc f h x k . Hence g f h x k .
 .  :  : :b g g B _ c . If x f h c , then, by Lemma 3.5, we can find G
 : :  :  :  :such that x f h c and g f c . This implies g f h x k . So let
i a  : a : yax s h c for some i, a . Then g f h c k . This means gc f
a ya a ya : :h c kc . Since c kc g B, by Lemma 3.5, we can find G such that
ya a ya : :  :  :gc f h c kc . Hence g f h x k .
 .  :  :  :  :c g s a b , where a g A _ c and b g B _ c . If a f h x c or1 1 1 1 1
 : :b f c k , then, by induction and Lemma 3.5, we can find G such that1
5 5 5 5  :  :  : :g s g and a f h x c or b f c k . Since k g B, we have1 1
i a b j :  :g f h x k . So let a s h xc and b s c k for some i, j, a , b. This1 1
aqb  :  :implies xc f h x k . Thus, by Lemma 3.6, we can find G such that
aqb  :  :  :  :xc f h x k . Hence g f h x k .
 . 5 5  :  :d g s b a or g G 3, where a g A _ c and b g B _ c . We can1 1 1 1
5 5 5 5  :  :find G such that g s g . Then g f h x k .
 : e ye:Case 3. h, k g B. In this case, since G is h c kc -separable by
 : e :Lemma 3.5, which is equivalent to h c k -separable, we may assume
 :  :  :  m: m sx g A _ c . Suppose h l c s h , where m ) 0. Let h s c .
yi  m:  :  s:  :Then h g f h x k s c x k for all 0 F i - m. Thus, by Case 2,
yi s :  :we can find G such that h gf c x k for all 0 F i - m. This means
 :  :  :  :g f h x k . Therefore, we can assume h l c s 1 and similarlyÄ
 :  :k l c s 1.
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 .  :  :a g g A. Suppose g f c x c . Then, by Case 1, we can find G such
a b :  :  :  :that g f c x c . This means g f h x k . So let g s c xc . Moreover,
 .we can assume a / 0 or b / 0 .
 .  .  y1 :  :i C x s 1. By Lemma 3.2, x cx l c s 1. Since, by Case 1,c:
e e y1 i i1 2 :  :G is c x c -separable, we can find G such that x c x s c only if
a 2 a<  :  : :e s 2a i , i ; x f c and c f h c by Lemmas 2.1 and 3.5. Since1 2
a b i j i d1 :h,k g B and x g A _ c , if g s c xc s h xk for some i, j, then h s c
b dj d a d 22 1 <and k s c . Hence c xc s c xc . This implies e a y d , b y d . Thus1 2
ayd e a e1  :  : :c g c . This means c s h c , a contradiction. Therefore g
a b  :  :s c xc f h x k .
 .  .  t: a  : t:  a  t: :.ii C x s c / 1. If c f h c or similarly c f c k ,c:
y1 i :  :then we can find G such that x f c , x c x f c for all 0 - i - t, and
a t a b i j : :c f h c by Lemma 3.5. If g s c xc s h xk for some i, j, then
i d j d a t1 2 <  : :h s c and k s c . This implies t a y d . Thus c g h c , a con-1
a b a :  :tradiction. Hence g s c xc f h x k . Therefore we can assume c g
 : t:  t: :  :  : a n1 t b n2 th c l c k . Since h l c s 1, c s c . Similarly, c s c .
t  .This means a q b / 0, since c g C x . Thus we can find G such thatc:
aqb e y1 i :  :  .  :x f c , c f c for e s 2 a q b , x c x f c for all 0 - i - t,
i i j j1 2 1 2< <h s c only if e i , i , and k s c only if e j , j by Lemmas 3.3 and1 2 1 2
a b i j i d j d1 22.1. If g s c xc s h xk for some i, j, then h s c and k s c . Thus
aqb d qd e1 2< <  :e d , d . Since t a y d , this implies c s c g c , a contradic-1 2 1
a b  :  :tion. Therefore g s c xc f h x k .
 .  :  :  :  :b g g B. Since g f h x k , we have x f h g k , where g, h, k g
 :  :B. Therefore, as in Case 1, we can find G such that x f h g k . Hence
 :  :g f h x k .
 .  :c g s b a or g s a b or g s b a b , where a g A _ c and b g B1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 i
 :_ c . We consider only the case g s b a b , other cases being similar. If1 1 2
 : :  : :b f h c or b f c k , then, by Lemma 3.5, we can find G such1 2
5 5 5 5  :  : :  : :that g s g , x f c , and b f h c or b f c k . This implies1 2
i a b j :  :g f h x k . Therefore, we assume b s h c and b s c k . Thus1 2
yi yj a b  :  :  .h gk s c a c f h x k . Hence, by a , we can find G such that1
a b  :  :  :  :c xc f h x k . Therefore g f h x k .
 . 5 5  :  :d g s a b a or g G 4, where a g A _ c and b g B _ c . We1 1 2 i 1
5 5 5 5  :  :choose G such that g s g . Then g f h x k .
LEMMA 3.8. Let G, A, B, c be as in Lemma 3.6. Let h, k be in ¨ertices of
 :  :G. For a g A _ c and b g B _ c , we can find M 1 A and L 1 Bi i f f
 :  :with M l c s L l c such that, in G s ArM) BrL.c:
a a .  :  :1 if a c b ??? a b f h a b ??? a b k , then a c b ??? a b f1 1 n n 1 1 n n 1 1 n n
 :  :h a b ??? a b k ;1 1 n n
 . a  :  :2 if a c b ??? b a f h a b ??? b a k , then1 1 n y 1 n 1 1 n y 1 n
a  :  :a c b ??? b a f h a b ??? b a k ;1 1 ny1 n 1 1 ny1 n
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a a .  :  :3 if b c a ??? b a f h b a ??? b a k , then b c a ??? b a f1 1 n n 1 1 n n 1 1 n n
 :  :h b a ??? b a k ;1 1 n n
 . a  :  :4 if b c a ??? a b f h b a ??? a b k , then1 1 n y 1 n 1 1 n y 1 n
a  :  :b c a ??? a b f h b a ??? a b k .1 1 ny1 n 1 1 ny1 n
 .Proof. We shall only prove 1 , since the others are similar. Let
 .  t:u s b a ??? b a and C u s c , where t G 0.1 2 ny1 n c:
 .Case 1. t s 0. By Lemma 3.2, there exists b or a in u such thatr r
 y1 :  :b cb l c s 1.r r
Subcase 1. There exists a minimal integer m ) 0 such that ay1 hma s c s.1 1
y1 i1  : a  s:Thus a h a f c for 0 - i - m. Clearly c f c . Let u s b a ???1 1 1 1 2
 :  :b a . Choose M 1 A and L 1 B with M l c s L l c suchny1 n f f
a s y1 i15 5 5 5  :  :that, in G s ArM) BrL, a ub s a ub , c f c , a h a f cc: 1 n 1 n 1 1
 e:  e:for 0 - i - m, and, moreover, by Lemma 3.7, since G is c b c -sep-1 r
y1 i i2 3 <  .arable, we can also have b c b s c only if e s s i , i by Lemma 2.1 .r r 2 3ja i i l a1If a c ub s h a ub k for some i, j, then a s h a c , c b s1 n 1 n 1 1 1
yl m yl m yl j1 1 r r nc b c , . . . , b s c b c , . . . , b s c b k for some l , m . This im-1 r r n n j j
l s1<  : < <plies m i, whence c g c . Moreover, e s s l , m . Thus e m , a q l .r r 1 1
aql s a s1  :  :It follows that c g c , which means c g c , a contradiction.
a  :  :Therefore, a c ub f h a ub k .1 n 1 n
 y1 :  :Subcase 2. a ha l c s 1. Clearly a / 0. Let e s 2a . We can1 1
a e5 5 5 5  :find G such that a ub s a ub , c f c , and, moreover, by Lemma1 n 1 n
 e:  e:  e:  e:3.7, since G is h a c -separable and c b c -separable, we can1 r
y1 i i y1 i i1 2 3 4< < also have a h a s c only if e i , i and b c b s c only if e i , i by1 1 1 2 r r 3 4ja i i l a1.Lemma 2.1 . If a c ub s h a ub k for some i, j, then a s h a c , c b1 n 1 n 1 1 1
yl m yl m yl j1 1 r r ns c b c , . . . , b s c b c , . . . , b s c b k for some l , m . This1 r r n n j j
< < < <implies e i, l and e l , m . It follows e m , a q l . Hence e s 2a a , a1 r r 1 1
a  :  :contradiction. Therefore, a c ub f h a ub k .1 n 1 n
 .  t:Case 2. C u s c / 1.c:
Subcase 1. There exists a minimal integer m ) 0 such that ay1 hma s c s.1 1
 . X mX y1 sXa There exists a minimal integer m ) 0 such that b k b s c .n n
i1 y1  : X a  s: t:  sX:.Thus b k b f c for 0 - i - m . Clearly c f c c l c .n n 1
t s9 dt a :  :  : 5 5 5 5Let c l c s c . Choose G such that a ub s a ub , c f1 n 1 n
Xs dt i t s y1 i1 2 : :  :  :c c , c f c for 0 - i - d, u c uf c for 0 - i - t,1 2
Xy1 i i y13 4 :  :a h a f c for 0 - i - m, and b k b f c for 0 - i - m . If1 1 3 n n 4j la i i l a yl n1 1a c ub s h a ub k for some i, j, then a s h a c , c u s c uc , and1 n 1 n 1 1
Xyl jn < < <b s c b k for some l , l . Hence we have m i, t a q l , and m j.n n 1 n 1X
l s aql l t l s aql1 1 n n 1 :  :  :This implies c g c , c s c g c , and c g c . Thus c
Xt s dt a s dt :  :  :  : :g c l c s c . This means c g c c , a contradiction.
a  :  :Therefore, a c ub f h a ub k .1 n 1 n
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y1 a s .  :  :  : 5 5b b kb l c s 1. Then c f c . Choose G such that a ubn n 1 n
a s y1 i y1 i1 25 5  :  :  :s a ub , c f c , u c uf c for 0 - i - t, a h a f c for1 n 1 1 1
i y1 i3 4 <  .0 - i - m, and b k b s c only if e s s i , i by Lemmas 3.7 and 2.1 .2 n n 3 4
a .  :  :Applying similar argument in a , we get a c ub f h a ub k .1 n 1 n
 y1 :  :Subcase 2. a ha l c s 1.1 1
 . X mX y1 sXa There exists a minimal integer m ) 0 such that b k b s c .n n
i1 y1  : X a  t:  sX:  t:Thus b k b f c for 0 - i - m . Clearly c f c l c . Let cn n 1Xs dt a dt i t1 :  : 5 5 5 5  :l c s c . Choose G such that a ub s a ub , c f c , c1 n 1 n
Xs y1 i y1 i i2 3 4 :  :f c for 0 - i - d, u c uf c for 0 - i - t, a h a s c only if1 2 1 1
Xi y15<  :e s dt i , i , and b k b f c for 0 - i - m . Then, as before, we get3 4 n n 5
a  :  :a c ub f h a ub k .1 n 1 n
y1 a 2 a .  :  :  :b b kb l c s 1. Clearly c f c . Choose G such thatn n
a 2 a y1 i y1 i i1 2 35 5 5 5  :  :a ub s a ub , c f c , u c uf c for 0 - i - t, a h a s c1 n 1 n 1 1 1
i y1 i4 5< <only if e s 2a i , i , and b k b s c only if e s 2a i , i . Again, as2 3 n n 4 5
a  :  :before, we get a c ub f h a ub k .1 n 1 n
THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of RN-groups
 :  :amalgamating cyclic subgroups. Then G is h x k -separable for x g G,
where h, k are in the ¨ertices of G.
Proof. If G has only one vertex, then the result follows from Lemma
3.4. So suppose G has r vertices. Then G s A) B, where A is a subtreec:
product of G consisting of r y 1 vertices with B as the remaining vertex
 :  :and c in a vertex of A. By induction, we can assume that A is u a ¨ -
separable for a g A and u, ¨ in the vertices of A. We shall prove the
5 5  :  :theorem by induction on x . By Lemma 3.7, G is h x k -separable for
 :  :x g A j B. Thus we assume that G is h y k -separable for any y g G
5 5 5 5  :  :with y - x . Let g f h x k , where g, x g G and h, k are in the
 :vertices of G. We shall find M 1 A and L 1 B with M l c s L lf f
 : 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5c such that, in G s ArM) BrL, x s x , g s g , and g fc:
 :  : < < < <h x k . Then, since G is residually finite and h , k - `, we can easily
Ä Ä Ä :  :find N 1 G such that g f h x k , where G s GrN. Throughout theÄ Äf
 :  :following, we let a , c g A _ c and b , d g B _ c . Moreover, we shalli j i j
only consider the case x s a b ??? a b , other cases being similar.1 1 n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5If g ) x q 2, then we can find G such that g s g and x s x .
 :  : 5 5 5 5Then g f h x k . If g - x , then, by induction, we can find G such
 :  :  :  :that x f h g k . This implies g f h x k . Thus we need only con-
5 5 5 5 5 5sider g g G with x F g F x q 2.
Case 1. h, k g A.
 . 5 5 5 5  : :1 g s x . Suppose g s d c ??? d c . If a f h c , then, by1 1 n n 1
5 5 5 5 5 5Lemma 3.5, we can find G s ArM) BrL such that g s g , x sc:
i a5 5  : :  :  :x , and a f h c . Thus g f h x k . So let a s h c . This implies1 1
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a :  :g f h c b ??? a b k . Hence, by induction, there exists G such that1 n n
a :  :  :  :g f h c b ??? a b k . It follows that g f h x k .1 n n
 :  :  :So let g s c d ??? c d . If c f h a c or d c ??? c d f c b a1 1 n n 1 1 1 2 n n 1 2
 : 5 5 5 5??? a b k , then, by induction, we can find G such that g s g ,n n
5 5 5 5  :  :  :  :x s x , and c f h a c or d c ??? c d f c b a ??? a b k . This1 1 1 2 n n 1 2 n n
i a :  :implies g f h x k . Therefore, let c s h a c and d c ??? c d s1 1 1 2 n n
b j aqb  :  :c b a ??? a b k . Then a c b ??? a b f h a b ??? a b k . Hence,1 2 n n 1 1 n n 1 1 n n
aqbby Lemma 3.8, we can find G such that a c b ??? a b f1 1 n n
 :  :  :  :h a b ??? a b k . It follows that g f h x k .1 1 n n
 . 5 5 5 52 g s x q 1. Suppose g s d c ??? d c d . Then we can find G1 1 n n nq1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  :  :such that g s g and x s x . This implies g f h x k . So let
 : :g s c d ??? c d c . If c f c k , then we can choose G such that1 1 n n nq1 nq1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  : :  :  :g s g , x s x , and c f c k . Thus g f h x k . Therefore,nq1
a j yj a  :  :we let c s c k . This means gk s c d ??? c d c f h x k .nq1 1 1 n n
yj .  :  :Hence, by 1 , we can find G such that gk f h x k . Thus g f
 :  :h x k .
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 53 g s x q 2. We choose G such that g s g and x s x .
 :  :Then g f h x k .
Case 2. h g A and k g B.
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 g ) x . We choose G such that g s g and x s x . Then
 :  :g f h x k .
 . 5 5 5 52 g s x . Suppose g s d c ??? d c . Then we can find G such that1 1 n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  :  :g s g and x s x . This implies g f h x k . So let g s c d ???1 1
 .c d . Then we can apply the method of the second part of Case 1 1 .n n
Case 3. h, k g B.
 . 5 5 5 5  : :1 g s x . Suppose g s d c ??? d c . If b f c k , then, by1 1 n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Lemma 3.5, we can find G such that g s g , x s x , and b fn
a j : :  :  :c k . This implies g f h x k . So suppose b s c k . Then g fn
a :  :h a b ??? a c k . Hence, by induction, we can find G such that1 1 n
a :  :  :  :g f h a b ??? a c k . It follows that g f h x k . So let g s c d ???1 1 n 1 1
 .c d . Then we can apply the method of the second part of Case 1 1 .n n
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 52 g s x q 1 or g s x q 2. Suppose g s d c ??? d c d . If1 1 n n nq1
 :  :  :  :d c f h a c or d c ??? c d f c b a ??? a b k , then, by in-1 1 1 2 2 n nq1 1 2 n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5duction, we can find G such that g s g , x s x , and d c f1 1
 :  :  :  :h a c or d c ??? c d f c b a ??? a b k . This implies g f1 2 2 n nq1 1 2 n n
i a b j :  :h x k . So let d c s h a c and d c ??? c d s c b a ??? a b k .1 1 1 2 2 n nq1 1 2 n n
aqb  :  :Then a c b ??? a b f h a b ??? a b k . Hence, by Lemma 3.8, we1 1 n n 1 1 n n
aqb  :  :can find G such that a c b ??? a b f h a b ??? a b k . It follows1 1 n n 1 1 n n
 :  :that g f h x k .
5 5 5 5Now suppose g s c d ??? c d c or g s x q 2. Then we can1 1 n n nq1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  :  :choose G such that g s g and x s x . This implies g f h x k .
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Case 4. h g B and k g A.
 . 5 5 5 51 g s x . Suppose g s d c ??? d c . Then we can choose G such1 1 n n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  :  :that g s g and x s x . This implies g f h x k . So let g s c d1 1
 .??? c d . Then we can apply the method of the second part of Case 1 1 .n n
 . 5 5 5 52 g s x q 1. Suppose g s c d ??? c d c . Again we can apply1 1 n n nq1
 .the method of the second part of Case 1 1 . So let g s d c ??? d c d .1 1 n n nq1
 .In this case, we can apply the method of Case 3 2 .
 . 5 5 5 53 g s x q 2. Suppose g s c d ??? d c d . Then we can1 1 n nq1 nq1
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  :  :choose G such that g s g and x s x . This implies g f h x k .
So let g s d c ??? c d c . Again we can apply the method of Case1 1 n nq1 nq1
 .3 2 .
4. MAIN RESULTS
To prove our main result we need the following lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of RN-subgroups
amalgamating cyclic subgroups. If h is in a ¨ertex group of G, then, for each
Ä Äi Ä j Äi Ä j . < <  .n, there exists N 1 G such that 1 h s n and 2 h ¤ h for h / h ,Äf G
Äwhere G s GrN.
Proof. Let G be a tree product of r RN-groups. We shall prove the
w xlemma by induction on r. By Corollary 2.2 in 23 , every RN-group has
 .  .properties 1 and 2 . Now let G s A) B, where B g RN , A is ac:
subtree product of G with r y 1 vertices, and c is in a vertex of A. By
 .  .induction, A has the properties 1 and 2 . We shall find M 1 A andf
i j :  : < <L 1 B such that M l c s L l c and h s n and h ¤ h forf G
i jh / h in G s ArM) BrL. Since G is conjugacy separable by Theo-c:
i j :rem 1.2, we can find N 1 G such that N l h s 1 and Nh ¤ Nhf G r N
i j Ä< <for h / h . Let N be the preimage of N in G. Then N 1 G and h s nf
Äi Ä j Äi Ä j Äand h ¤ h for h / h , where G s GrN.ÄG
 .Suppose h g A the case h g B is similar . Since h is in a vertex of A,
i j< <by induction there exists M 1 A such that h s n and h ¤ h forf A
i j s :  :h / h , where A s ArM. Let M l c s c . Now B g RN implies
i j i j< <that there exists N 1 B such that c s s and c ¤ c for c / c , wheref B
i j i jB s BrL. Therefore, in G s ArM) BrL and h ¤ h for h / h asc: G
in the proof of Lemma 3.2.
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of conjugacy
separable RN-groups amalgamating cyclic subgroups. Let h be in a ¨ertex
 4G  :group of G. If there is x g G such that x l h s B, then there exists
ÄG Ä Ä 4  :N 1 G such that x l h s B, where G s GrN.Äf
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w xProof. By Theorem 3.1 in 14 , every conjugacy separable RN-group is
cyclic conjugacy separable. So let G s A) B as in the proof of Lemmac:
 :4.1. Thus, by induction, A is cyclic conjugacy separable for u , where u is
in any vertex of A. Let h be in a vertex group of G and x g G such that
 4G  :x l h s B. We may assume that x has the minimal length in its
conjugacy class in G. We shall find M 1 A and L 1 B such thatf f
G :  :  4  :M l c s L l c and x l h s B, where G s ArM) BrL.c:
 :Since G is conjugacy separable and h is finite, there exists N 1 G suchf
G r N 4  :that Nx l Nh s B. Let N be the preimage of N in G. Then
ÄG Ä Ä 4  :N 1 G and x l h s B in G s GrN. Thus, without loss of general-Äf
ity, we assume h is in a vertex of A.
 . 5 51 x G 2. Since x is of minimal length in its conjugacy class in G, x is
 :cyclically reduced. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, A, B are c -potent and
 :c -separable. Therefore, there exist M 1 A and L 1 B such thatf f
 :  : 5 5 5 5M l c s L l c and x s x , where G s ArM) BrL. Since hc:
g A and x is cyclically reduced with length G 2 in its conjugacy class in
G 4  :G, by Theorem 1.1, x l h s B.
 .  :  4 A  :  4 A  :2 x g A _ c . Clearly x l c s B and x l h s B. Since
c, h are in vertices of A, by induction, there exists M 1 A such thatf
A A 4  :  4  :  :x l c s B and x l h s B, where A s ArM. Since B is c -
 :  :potent, there exists L 1 B such that M l c s L l c . Thus, inf
G s ArM) BrL, x is of minimal length 1 in its conjugacy class in G.c:
i G 4  :By Theorem 1.1, x ¤ h for all i. Hence x l h s B.G
 .  :  4B  :3 x g B _ c . Clearly x l c s B. Since B is cyclic conjugacy
Bw x  4  :separable by 14, Theorem 3.1 , there exists L 1 B such that x l cf
 :s B, where B s BrL. By Lemma 3.1, A is c -potent. So there exists
 :  :M 1 A such that M l c s L l c . Thus, in G s ArM) BrL,f c:
x g B is of minimal length 1 in its conjugacy class in G. Since h g A, by
i G 4  :Theorem 1.1, x ¤ h for all i. Hence x l h s B.G
 .  :  4 A  :4 x g c . Clearly x l h s B. By induction, since h is in a
A :  4  :vertex of A and x g c , there exists M 1 A such that x l h s B,f
 :where A s ArM. By Lemma 4.1, there exists L 1 B such that M l cf
i j i j :s L l c and c ¤ c for c / c , where B s BrL. Thus, in G sB
i G 4  :ArM) BrL, x ¤ h for all i by Theorem 1.1. Hence x l h s B.c: G
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of conjugacy
separable RN-groups amalgamating cyclic subgroups. Then G is conjugacy
separable.
Proof. Let G be a tree product of r RN-groups. Then G s A) B,h:
where A is a subtree product of r y 1 vertices of G, B is a conjugacy
separable RN-group, and h is in a vertex of A. By induction, we assume
that A is conjugacy separable. Then A, B are conjugacy separable, cyclic
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 :  .  :  .conjugacy separable for h Lemma 4.2 , and h -potent Lemma 3.1 .
Moreover, by Lemmas 3.2, 3.9, and 4.1, A, B satisfy C1, C2, and C3 of
Theorem 2.3. Hence, by Theorem 2.3, G is conjugacy separable.
Applying Theorem 4.3, we immediately have the following:
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a tree product of a finite number of finitely
generated torsion-free nilpotent or free or surface groups, amalgamating cyclic
subgroups. Then G is conjugacy separable.
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